THE GOODS

Search The Goods for what’s NEW and NOW

1. The brass-finished Bergman floor lamp (19” w. x 11” d. x 12½ h.) from Mr. Brown London is noted for its multi-faceted, diamond-shaped enclosure. The base measures 12 inches in diameter. mrbrownlondon.com

2. One of the most effective ways to introduce texture, color and form into your home is with one of the Rugged Concrete surfaces from Cassantone. Their model #4033 is defined by a medium-gray base, camouflaged by billows of white cassantone.com

3. Fuzzy Wuzzy is more than a bear—it’s now a line of velvety textiles from Kerry Joyce. The textile is available in three colors—Polar, Teasy, and Mocho—and is best used to upholster a favorite chair. kerryjoyecollection.com

4. The French designer Christian Liaigre simply cannot stop creating. His newest product is the LIAIGRE Maui console, which features a high-gloss Jamaican dogwood top paired with a handsome pedestal base made of burned oak. liaigre.com

5. When Nest Studio set out to design their new Step Series of hardware, they drew inspiration from Art Deco forms, as well as the geometry of pre-Columbian pyramids. Available in polished nickel, antique brass, and satin brass. nest-studio-home.com

6. Bungalow Classic’s leather Bristol Tub Chair (20” d. x 20½ h. x 29½” arm height) for Highland House makes an elegant statement in any room with its crossroading legs and tapered form, which includes a subtle notch. highlandhousefurniture.com

7. Any collection shines when displayed in the Cork Corner Cabinet designed by Rose Tarlow. The piece uses an antique painted finished with a futuristic interior. The items feature an upper glass door with a wood frame. rosetarlow.com

8. Few items of furniture work in every interior, but the Chaise Burl Console from Ave Home is one that does. The organic nature of the burl wood softens the straight lines of this classic Parsons-style console. avehome.com

9. It’s one of the most evocative times of day—dusk. Designer Alison Berger captures the hues and effects of that moment in her Dusk Sconce. Designer Alison Berger captures the hues and effects of that moment in her Dusk Sconce. dusk.berger.com

10. Bring light to wherever you’re sitting or perched through the Bianca Lamp (7” w. x 21½” h.) from Mitzi by Hudson Valley Lighting. The lamp is offered in aged brass and polished nickel. hudsonvalleylighting.com

11. Everyone will want to get wet just so that they can dry off with one of the Carris bath towels from Matouk. The all-cotton towels, made in the U.S. of fabric from Portugal, are accentuated with colorful piping. matouk.com

12. Coleman Taylor Textiles has debuted a line of hand-painted wallpapers, including Renegal (background), Bumble Bee, and Yukon; that use Farrow & Ball’s Estate Emulsion paint, resulting in a lively chalky matte finish. colemantaylortextiles.com

13. The noted Los Angeles interior designer Jeff Andrews has just debuted his striking 862 lounge chair (28” w. x 30” d. x 34” overall height) as part of his namesake collection for A. Rudin. jeff-andrews-design.com and arudin.com

14. Moroccan geometric motifs meet classic French style in this Taroudant glazed ceramic round tray from Canvas Home. The form of the piece assumes manages to be both down-to-earth and sophisticated. canvashomestore.com

15. This is one of the items that stands out in a room and to which people gravitate. The Quatra side table from Ryan Jackson is defined by its rounded marquetry top (the 18” diam. piece comes in two different lengths). ryanjacksonhome.com

16. In what might be regarded by some as artwork, the Insignia wall covering, which is part of the Aria Oculaire Collection, is composed of natural sisal fibers. The contemporary, playful design also has a subtle tropical vibe. arte-international.com

17. Now, your shower can be placed anywhere in your home, even in your bedroom—just choose The Thruso shower from Drummonds. It is designed as a complete glass-enclosed unit, with a generous 12-inch overhead. drummonds-uk.com

18. LIAIGRE designed the elegant Nagoya desk for a private holiday resort in Japan. The piece is now available to the public with a lacquer or leather top and a base made of brushed natural oak. liaigre.com

19. Anom glass when lit with the Cross Hatch Waterfall chandelier (44” w. x 37½” d. x 20½” h.) from Ironox. Made of frosted white resin, the piece is available in antique brass, polished nickel, and antique bronze. ironox.com